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Abstract: Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is the most efficient public key encryption scheme based on elliptic curve
concept of equations in binary scalar multiplication. The canonical bit recording technique can be used to reduce the
average number of multiplications require to compute xE provide that x-1 is supplied along with x. We model the generation
of the digits of the canonical recording D of an n-bit long exponent E. Randomization on ECC scalar multiplication is one
of the fundamental concepts together with the NAF recording algorithm.
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Algorithm.

INTRODUCTION:
Elliptic curve system is applied for cryptography were first proposed in 1986 independently by Neal Koblitz[7] and
victor Miller[8]. ECC can use much smaller sizes of keys bits, typically around 160 bits which provides the same security level
as a 1024 bit RSA. The problem can be using the equation of weirestrass in elliptic curve groups is believed to be more
difficult than the corresponding problem for Binary scalar multiplication, canonical recording and Non-Adjacent Form(NAF)
underlying the finite field. The elliptic curves are a curve that also forms groups. Group’s laws are constructed geometrically.
In the method is a tool of mathematical problem typically used to establish the elliptic curve over a finite field for elliptic curve
computations the binary method [9] Computes Y = XE using n-1 squaring and as many multiplication as one les than the
number of nonzero bits in the binary expansion of the exponent, where n= 1 +[log2 E]. It is well known than n-1 is a lower
bound for the number of squaring operations required. However, it is possible to reduce the number of subsequent
multiplications using recording of the exponent[10,11,12,13]. More recently Oswald and Aigner[14] randomized the binary
algorithm. they inserted a random decision in the process of building the addition- subtraction chain which had been originally
utilized for speeding up the ordinary binary scalar multiplication of an elliptic curve point[1]. it uses the randomization
concept together with non- adjacent form(NAF) algorithm[3][4]to change an ordinary binary multiplication representation to a
form of signed scalar.
ELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOSYSTEM:
An elliptic curve is a set of points(x,y) which solutions of a bivariate cubic equation over a field K. An equation of the form
Y2 + a1xy+a3y = x3+a 2x2+a6
Where ai ε k , defines an elliptic curve over k. As an example, if char K ≠ 2 and char k≠3, the above equation can be
transformed to wirestar equation:
Y2 = x3 + ax = b
With a, b ε K. This curve has one point 0 at infinity, which is the identify element of the group.
Let P = (x1,y1) ≠ 0 be a point, inverse of P is –P = (x1,-y1). Let Q = (x2, y2) ≠ 0 be a second point with Q ≠ - P, the sum P + Q =
(x3, y3) can be calculated as
x3 =λ2 – x1 – x2
y3= λ(x1—x3) – y1
ELLIPTIC CURVE COMPUTATIONS
View the graph and an elliptic curve Graph the elliptic curve y2 = x3- x over the real number field R.
Determine the elements in an elliptic curve over a finite field:
When F = Zp (or more generally, when F is a finite field), the elliptic curves over Zp will be a finite set. Here we take a= 1 and
b=0 with F = Z19 and consider
E = {(x,y): Y2 = x3 + x (mod 19) } U {0}.
Now we want to know what points are on E
To do that, we first compute the square table over F, which tells us what element in F can have a square root. This can be done
by using power mod in mat lab.
Y=[ ]; for y= [0:18], Z=[ Y; powermod(Y2,19)]; y=[Y,Z]; end , Y,
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This generates the following square root table mod p(p=19here)
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Then, we compute x=0,1,2,-------18 to solve the equation Y2 = x3 + x in Z19. Thus (0,0)  E. For X=1, Y2= 1 +1
and so the square root table gives y= ± , Hence (1 ± )  E. For x=2, we have Y2 =8 + 2 =10. The square root table tell us that
there is no solution, and so we move onto the case x=3 the following matlab comment computes all the needed information.
X= [ ]; for x=[0:18], z=[x; mod(x3 + x, 19)]; x=[x,z]; end, x,
X=
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BINARY SCALAR MULTIPLICATION
The operation of adding a point P to itself K items is called scalar multiplication by K and denoted Q = KP. We usually make
use of the binary algorithm for the computation of scalar multiplication Q= KP. The binary algorithm is described in the
following figure 1. The binary algorithm is the analogue of the square- and multiply method for exponential for validity and
explanation see[1]
Binary Algorithm:
Input: A point P, an n-bit integer K =
2 ,
Output: Q = KP
Q=0
for i = n – 1 to 0 by -1 do
{
Q = 2Q
if(ki = = 1)_then Q = Q + P
}
return Q

{0,1}

CANONICAL RECORDING:
A signed- digit vector D of E is a sparse recording of E using digits from the set {1,0,1}. The recording is canonical if
D contains no adjacent nonzero digits[3,8,13].Thus, a canonical signed-digit vector of E is of the form D=(Dn-1Dn-2 ----D0) with
Di{1,0,1} and
Di.Di-1 =0 for 1 ≤ i≤n-1.
It can be shown that the canonical signed-digit vector for E is unique if the binary expansion of E is viewed as padded with in
initial zero. This canonical signed-digit vector can be constructed by the canonical recording algorithm of Reitwiesner[3].
Reitwiesner’s algorithm computes D starting from the least significant digit and proceeding to the left. First the auxiliary carry
variable C0mis set to 0 and subsequently the binary expansion of E is scanned two bits at a time. The canonically recorded digit
Di and the next value of the auxiliary binary variable Ci+1 for i=0,1,2,----,n are generated. As an example, when E 3038, we
compute the canonical signed-digit vector D as
E=(0101111011110)= 211+29+28+27+26+24+23+22+21
D=(1010000100010)=212- 210 – 25- 21.
NON-ADJACENT FORM (NAF) RECORDING ALGORITHM
The Non-adjacent Form (NAF) representation in the form of addition – subtraction chain can reduce the number of point
operations in ECCs compared to the ordinary binary representation. A minimum discussion about NAF to details[1,3,4,5,6].
Consider an integer representation of the form d= ∑
di 2i , di ε{1,0 1}
Where 1= -1`. We call it a binary signed representation. A non adjacent from (NAF) has the lowest weight among all signeddigit representations of a given k. Notice that every integer k has each unique NAF. The NAF recording number d of scalar k
can be constructed by the Non-adjacent Form.
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PERFORMANCE FOR ELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOGRAPHY IMPLEMENTATION
Although Scalar Multiplication for computations in ECC, Canonical recording and NAF are using the binary scalar
multiplication for randomization. The binary algorithm is the analogue of the square- and multiply method for exponential for
weirestrass equation.





Suitability of methods available for optimizing finite field arithmetic like addition, multiplication, squaring, and
inversion.
Suitability of methods available for optimizing elliptic curve cryptosystem for elliptic curve Graph for finite field.
Application plat form like software, hardware, or firmware.
The randomization of canonical signed-digit vector can be constructed by the canonical fields.

CONCLUSION:
Randomized scalar multiplication can be using the elliptic curve point for the graph using the equation for finite field.
Problem can be solving the matlab components. The canonical signed-digit vector for E is unique if the binary expansion of E
is viewed as padded with in initial zero. The Non-adjacent Form (NAF) representation in the form of addition – subtraction
chain can reduce the number of point operations in ECCs compared to the ordinary binary representation. Also mathematical
calculations required by the elliptic curve cryptosystem.
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